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Abstract—Teaching introductory programing in university is a challenging task, involving high heterogeneity of students’ 

skills, need to balance theoretical and practical tasks, and the recent, quick-paced move towards the hybrid classroom. We outline 

the requirements and design of a novel agile tool for semi-linear presentations that can deliver individualized content, trace 

students’ activity and support dynamic formation of groups.  

 Keywords—Teaching/learning strategies, hybrid classroom, agile content delivery 

I. INTRODUCTION

In this article, we want to restrict the focus from orchestration and individualization of generic material, and consider instead the 

specific practices and problems of teaching introductory programming courses, in the context of hybrid classroom. The main area 

of interest will be the issues and strategies to cope with the heterogeneity of students’ proficiency levels, seen from the teachers’ 

perspective. Teaching introductory programing in university is a challenging task: in Denmark for instance, the students’ 

prerequisites from the secondary schools are not well defined and typically based on elective courses on the subject; students often 

have spent time in afternoon clubs, on free-time activities involving programming. As a result, their knowledge in programming 

before enrolling is very diverse. Moreover, programming is a complex subject, comprising both theoretical and practical aspects. 

Some students need more detailed explanation and others will benefit from being challenged with more advanced stuff. The 

challenge of the teacher is to orchestrate this and make it happen at the same time during a lecture. From [7] we know that 

university lectures are typically organized around slide-based presentations, with practical programming tasks and sometimes 

quizzes. 

Various blended learning models for introductory programming courses have been proposed [2], but they generally lack support 

for orchestration of individualized content. In [3] the Agile Manifesto, originally created for software development, is mapped to 

the classroom environment. We agree with its principles, but the educational agile manifesto considers traditional, face-to-face 

classroom. We want to keep in the spirit of “favoring students over tools” even in the hybrid programming classroom, where tools 

are inevitable, at the very least for video-lecturing and for programming. An e-learning platform for the hybrid programming 

classroom should be able to manage and keep track of all relevant historical information, while the teacher and learners focus on 

“working projects” [3]. This would free teachers and let them focus on feedback and facilitation (other principles from [3]). Agile 

methods warn against over-planning, however hybrid lectures might require more planning than face-to-face lectures. Therefore, 

this paper proposes a middle ground between linear presentations (which represent the plan in [3]) and a free, un-scripted 

performance by the teacher, supported by a novel semi-linear format for teaching materials. The hybrid classroom also offers an 

opportunity to form peer instruction groups ([5], [6]) based on skill levels, regardless of learners’ physical location.  

II. PROPOSAL OF A NOVEL ORCHESTRATION TOOL

In order to investigate the practices, problems and coping strategies that teachers have developed, in their experience with 

introductory programming courses, a questionnaire was designed, and distributed among teachers representing major Danish 

educational institutions. The purpose of the questionnaire was to collect qualitative data on the current situation, with focus on the 

heterogeneity of students’ proficiency levels in introductory programming courses. Early analysis of the data let us to formulate a 

working hypothesis, that teachers would prefer (and be more efficient with) a more integrated tool, that lets them declare more 
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explicitly the sequence of activities they want or could perform during a hybrid programming lecture. According to our data the 

hybrid classroom requires at the very least a video-lecturing tool, a slide presentation tool, a way to deliver exercises and retrieve 

solutions from the students, and possibly tools for feedback-collection and/or assessment (such as quizzing tools). We believe that 

a single, more specialized, integrated tool would be preferable to this toolbox.  
The novel tool we propose allows for the definition of individualized content, delivery, dynamic group management, and supports 
close, automatic monitoring of students. The main idea is to move beyond a linear presentation structure, and allow instead a semi-
linear structure, using slides or information cards. In a semi-linear presentation, some sections will be linear slides, while other will 
be alternatives, i.e. differentiated versions of the same contents, to be accessed non-linearly by different students or groups. In our 
scenario of use, we propose linear teacher-paced parts, spanning relatively short intervals followed by student-paced non-linear 
parts. The student-paced part should be triggered for instance by questions; answering the question wrongly should lead students to 
a more in-depth explanation, while a correct answer could be followed by a more challenging example (Fig. 1). The subject ("T") 
represents a number of slides presented in a linear fashion (teacher paced), while the "D" slides and the "C" slides represent student 
paced detailed and challenging slides. The path taken depends on an initial assessment of the topic.  

 

Fig. 1: An example of use of the DSL for orchestration declaration. 

A slide editor is also provided, for the teacher to define and organize the slides in different panes (an extended MS PowerPoint 
slide sorter). Since quizzes and exercises’ delivery will be integrated in this tool, the students’ progression can be recorded by the 
tool in real-time. This allows the teacher to use the real-time data to adapt dynamically and possibly chose different grouping 
strategies during the lecture, based on real-time students’ performance and/or struggles (Fig 2).  

 

Fig. 2: The progress view 

In this way the system provides an agile content delivery of relevant material for different groups of students and acts as a kind of 
orchestration control room for individual content delivery and monitoring. The system utilizes the flexibility of the hybrid 
classroom [1], i.e. a learning environment which includes a mix of students who are present in the physical classroom and also 
participants joining the class virtually. This setup has already been used during the COVID-19 pandemic and is likely to be used in 
the future as well. 

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The challenges of managing introductory programming courses in hybrid classroom settings are discussed, and the design of a 
novel tool is proposed, based on agile educational principles. From our questionnaire, we discovered a spectrum of strategies for 
orchestration in classes with high heterogeneity of skill levels, as well as grouping strategies. The design of our novel tool supports 
individualized content delivery, and addresses group-work dynamically; the proposed automatic monitoring, while being ethically 
and respectful of learners, allows teachers to respond early to struggling students, and adapt delivery strategies based on real-time 
data. More systematic testing of the concept is needed, and better exemplars of semi-linear slides must be developed and tested. A 



prototype of the novel tool is currently under construction, based on a variation of the architecture used in [7]; that tool is already 
capable of forms of individualized content delivery, and has proven usable in early user testing, however, it is not aimed at 
programming courses. Finally, we have formed a focus group of experts (composed by some of the respondents to our 
questionnaire) and we are considering a co-design approach [4] to develop our prototype. 
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